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Wednesday released their plan to repeal Obamacare and replace
it with a tax-focused health care plan without the promised

replacement of the Affordable Care Act. The 10-page
document, titled “A Better Way: A Better Health System for

Our Families and Our Economy,” hews to the strategy of
former House Speaker John Boehner, who released a similar
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document in 2015. It will be a boon for House GOP leaders
hoping to win passage of a repeal bill in the House; it’s not clear
whether Senate Republicans have a better version of the repeal
bill they can adopt, if they take that path. In fact, Senate GOP
leaders have some major hurdles to clear to make their plan a

reality. AD AD The document proposes no meaningful changes
to the law that will now be on the books. It avoids the risk of a
government shutdown by not funding federal health programs
beyond the funding received under the Affordable Care Act,
because many of those programs were blocked from being

funded in the omnibus bill for fiscal 2017. Yet it will roll back
some provisions of the law, and eliminate some consumer

protections, including coverage of pre-existing conditions. The
plan lacks a popular measure of Obamacare’s popularity: the

law is even getting more unpopular, as the Gallup poll
demonstrates. “Taken together, the letters speak to the

continuing popularity of the Affordable Care Act. The Gallup
data make it clear that these shifts in attitudes have been

happening for some time,” notes my colleague polling and
political science expert Nate Silver. “The fact that Congress
hasn’t been able to repeal Obamacare even when President

Trump and the Republican majorities in the House and Senate
have tried multiple times tells you a lot about how difficult and

unpopular repeal would be.” AD AD In addition, the
Republicans’ plan is likely to increase premiums for low-

income consumers, particularly in the individual market, by
reducing the subsidies paid to insurers. They are also likely to
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encourage states to impose a waiting period for policy renewals,
which would limit the level of coverage and cost more for

consumers during the delay. The plan would also eliminate the
individual mandate, which as Ezra Klein noted is expected to

drive up premiums as more individuals 570a42141b
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